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Abstract. Arctic sea ice has declined in all seasons accompa-
nied by rapid atmospheric warming. Here, the focus lies on
the wider Fram Strait region where the connection between
trends in observed near-surface variables (temperature, hu-
midity, wind speed) and local sea ice conditions are analyzed.
Reanalysis data from ERA5 and MERRA-2 and Special Sen-
sor Microwave/Imager ARTIST Sea Ice (SSM/I-ASI) sea ice
concentrations for the winters of 1992 to 2022 are used for
the analyses.

Two focus regions are identified for which trends are
largest. In the western Nansen Basin (WNB), sea ice cover
decreased by − 10 % per decade with especially large open
water areas in 2022, and temperature and humidity increased
by up to 3.7 K and 0.29 gkg−1 per decade, respectively. In the
Greenland sea region (GRL), trends were slightly smaller,
with −4.7 % per decade for sea ice and up to 1.3 K and
0.15 gkg−1 per decade for temperature and humidity. Trends
for wind speed were mostly not significant.

As a next step, two typical flow directions for this region
were studied: cold-air outbreaks with northerly winds origi-
nating from ice covered areas (off-ice flow) and warm-air in-
trusions with southerly winds from open ocean regions (on-
ice flow). To identify possible relationships between sea ice
changes and atmospheric trends, correlation maps were cal-
culated, and the results for off- and on-ice flow were com-
pared. Up to two thirds of the observed temperature and hu-
midity variability in both regions are related to upstream sea
ice variability and an influence of sea ice cover is still present
up to 500 km downstream of the ice edge. In the marginal
sea ice zone the impact of a decreasing sea ice cover in this

region is largest for off-ice flow conditions during cold-air
outbreaks.

1 Introduction

In the last few decades the Arctic climate changed rapidly,
with a much stronger increase of atmospheric temperatures
than in the mid-latitudes. This phenomenon, called the Arc-
tic amplification, has been described in many articles (e.g.,
Cohen et al., 2014; Graversen et al., 2008). Temperature in-
crease went along with an unprecedented decrease of sea ice
extent (SIE) (Stroeve et al., 2012, 2014). Shu et al. (2020)
analyzed different satellite datasets from 1979 to 2014 and
found that SIE decreased in all seasons with trends of about
−0.82 and −0.35 million km2 per decade in September and
March, respectively. The strength of the trend also highly de-
pends on the region. Stroeve and Notz (2018) and Onarheim
et al. (2018) found that the regions with the largest decrease
of SIE were the Beaufort and East Siberian seas in September
and the Barents and Greenland seas in March.

In this study, we focus on winter conditions in the Fram
Strait region, which contains parts of the Greenland and Bar-
ents seas. Our aim is to identify ongoing changes of regional
atmospheric near-surface conditions and their relations to
observed changes in sea ice cover. Various studies have al-
ready addressed the close connection of sea ice loss with
processes in the atmosphere and ocean. For example, sea
ice changes can influence atmospheric variables such as the
regional pressure field (Schneider et al., 2021) or cloud ra-
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diative forcing (Stapf et al., 2020). Decreasing sea ice con-
centration also impacts atmospheric temperature, wind and
density stratification in the atmospheric boundary layer (e.g.,
Lüpkes et al., 2008; Tetzlaff et al., 2015; Chechin et al., 2019;
Michaelis et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2019).

One area of specific interest for regional studies has been
the Greenland Sea. Moore et al. (2015) showed that the win-
tertime retreat of sea ice in the Greenland and Iceland seas
reduced the magnitude of air–sea fluxes by 20 % since 1979
with potential future implications for the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation. Selyuzhenok et al. (2020) found a
link between the decrease of sea ice volume in the Greenland
Sea between 1979 and 2016 and an increase of the amount
of upper-ocean heat content available for sea ice melt re-
lated to increased temperatures of the Atlantic Water inflow
in this region. An interesting local phenomenon in this re-
gion is the so-called Odden ice tongue, which occurred reg-
ularly until the early 1990s in the region influenced by the
Jan Mayen current (Wadhams and Wilkinson, 1999). Comiso
et al. (2001) showed that the extent of the Odden ice tongue
between 1979 and 1998 was affected by surface winds and
had a strong negative correlation with the monthly surface
air temperature recorded at Jan Mayen island.

Several other studies also considered the region around
Svalbard and proposed different mechanisms that could ex-
plain recent sea ice trends. Ivanov et al. (2012) concentrated
on the role of Atlantic Water inflow in shaping the ice condi-
tions between Svalbard and Franz Joseph Land. They found
that sea ice conditions around Svalbard substantially affect
the temperature regime of the Spitsbergen archipelago, par-
ticularly in winter. They conclude that in the Atlantic Water
inflow, heat flux from the ocean reduces the sea ice thick-
ness, and thus trends in the ocean currents around Svalbard
could have a profound effect on Svalbard climate. Dahlke
et al. (2020) analyzed the sea ice variability around Sval-
bard from 1980 to 2016 and found a different explanation
for decreasing SIE in the northern fjords in winter in the last
15–20 years. They calculated lag correlations with a time
shift of 1 month, which indicate that atmospheric warming
leads the sea ice signal and not vice versa. Lundesgaard et al.
(2021) considered the water inflow region north of Svalbard
and state that the sea ice concentration in this region is influ-
enced by many different factors including atmospheric and
oceanic forcing. They find, e.g., that between 2012 and 2019
heat flux from the ocean could not explain the inter-annual
variability in sea ice concentration, but sea ice drift was play-
ing a key role. Isaksen et al. (2016) relate the recent strong
warming of Spitsbergen to variations in the large-scale at-
mospheric circulation, air mass characteristics and sea ice
concentration around Spitsbergen. They find a high correla-
tion between the land-based surface air temperature and local
and regional sea ice concentration and finally that the strong
warming in recent decades over the Svalbard Archipelago is
driven by higher sea surface temperature and sea ice decline.

In this study, we consider changes in meteorological quan-
tities and sea ice cover in two regions, which are the region
north of Spitsbergen and the region along the eastern Green-
land coast. The first one was in the center of two studies, one
by Onarheim et al. (2014) and another one by Tetzlaff et al.
(2014), which we refer to as Tetz14 in the following. Both
showed a strong sea ice decline in the region of the Whalers
Bay polynya at the northern coast of Spitsbergen. Onarheim
et al. (2014) show that in this region loss of sea ice concerns
especially winter, while in the entire Arctic Ocean sea ice
is shrinking mainly during summer. Tetz14 find a close con-
nection with local atmospheric processes such as an unprece-
dented high value of the atmospheric convective boundary-
layer height in cold-air outbreaks during spring 2013 caused
by the northward shift of the ice edge.

Besides focusing on sea ice trends, we also analyze re-
gional trends of near-surface air temperatures and – depart-
ing from previous studies – also of humidity and wind speed
between January and March for the years 1992 to 2022. Our
results are based on data from the ERA5 and MERRA-2 re-
analyses, which have a high spatial resolution and are thus
ideal for studying also smaller regional differences. We then
aim to answer the following questions.

1. What are the trends of sea ice concentrations and near-
surface atmospheric variables in the Fram Strait region
(Sect. 3.1)?

2. Two typical synoptic situations in this region are cold-
air outbreaks (CAOs) with cold, dry air flowing from
sea ice covered regions towards the open ocean and
warm-air intrusions bringing in warm and moist air
during southerly flows. What atmospheric trends can
we observe for these two situations – off-ice flow dur-
ing CAOs and on-ice flow during warm-air intrusions
(Sect. 3.2)?

3. One factor influencing the strength of CAOs in this re-
gion is the open water fetch or the fraction of ocean
covered by sea ice. Can we find a relationship between
the atmospheric trends over the open ocean in the Fram
Strait region and a decrease of sea ice in the upstream
region? We address this question by calculating correla-
tion coefficients between sea ice cover and atmospheric
quantities and then separately analyzing results for off-
and on-ice flow conditions. The idea behind this is that,
especially during off-ice flow, strong convection occurs
over the open ocean, and the highest vertical fluxes of
heat and humidity occur near the ice margins where they
have a profound impact on processes in the atmospheric
boundary layer. On the other hand, warm-air intrusions
transport warm and humid air masses northward, so that
there are two competing mechanisms related to on- and
off-ice flow. Thus – even though we cannot completely
exclude additional impacts by large-scale atmospheric
processes or changed ocean currents – comparing cor-
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relations for different wind direction sectors helps us to
identify regions where sea ice retreat is very likely re-
sponsible for atmospheric trends (Sect. 3.3).

The used datasets and applied methods are described in
Sect. 2, followed by a presentation and discussion of the re-
sults in Sect. 3. A summary and conclusions are presented in
Sect. 4.

2 Data and methods

2.1 Sea ice concentration

To analyze sea ice trends in the Fram Strait region we use the
Special Sensor Microwave/Imager ARTIST Sea Ice (SSM/I-
ASI) sea ice concentration dataset provided by IFREMER.
Sea ice concentration is derived from space-borne passive
microwave measurements – namely brightness temperatures
measured at the 85 GHz channel of the SSM/I and its suc-
cessor, the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager Sounder (SS-
M/IS). The ASI algorithm (Kaleschke et al., 2001; Spreen
et al., 2008) is applied to compute sea ice concentration,
followed by a 5 d median filter to reduce the weather im-
pact (Kern et al., 2010). The data are provided on a polar-
stereographic grid with a resolution of 12.5 km× 12.5 km. In
this study, we use 31 years of winter data (January–March)
from 1992 to 2022.

2.2 Reanalysis datasets

The fifth generation of the ECMWF atmospheric reanalysis
(ERA5) provides hourly data with a horizontal resolution of
0.25◦× 0.25◦ on 137 vertical levels (Hersbach et al., 2020).
Here, we use air temperature, specific humidity and hori-
zontal wind components from the lowest model level, which
has an average height of about 9 m for this region and sea-
son. Data for the years 1992 to 2022 were downloaded from
the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data
Store (Hersbach et al., 2017).

MERRA-2 provides hourly data on a 0.5◦ latitude and
0.625◦ longitude grid and on 72 vertical levels (Gelaro et al.,
2017). Here, we use air temperature, specific humidity and
horizontal wind components at 10 m height for the years
1992 to 2022 from the single level diagnostics dataset pro-
vided by GMAO (2015).

2.3 Study region and WNB fetch length

We study changes of sea ice and atmospheric conditions
in the wider Fram Strait region. Based on the trends pre-
sented in Sect. 3.1 we select two specific focus areas (Fig. 1).
The first one is located at the western Nansen Basin (WNB)
northeast of Svalbard – also called the Whaler’s Bay polynya
– which has been the study area in previous works by Ivanov
et al. (2012), Onarheim et al. (2014) and Tetz14. The second

Figure 1. Overview maps of the study region. (a) January to March
averages of the SSM/I-ASI sea ice concentration are displayed as
grey contours from 15 % upward in 5 % steps for 1996 (a year with
large SIE) and as orange 15 % contour for 2018 (a year with small
SIE). The 15 % contour of the maximum sea ice concentration in
1998 (a year with a pronounced Odden ice tongue) is shown as
a dashed line. (b) Location of the specific study areas: large ICE
boxes indicate the areas considered for trends of sea ice conditions
and small ATM boxes indicate areas considered for atmospheric
trends in the Greenland Sea (GRL, blue) and the western Nansen
Basin (WNB, red) regions, respectively. The thick green line indi-
cates the path considered for WNB fetch calculations.

focus area is located in the Greenland Sea (GRL) at the east
coast of Greenland.

We specify areas for which we calculate sea ice trends
(ICE boxes), which are presented in Sect. 3.1 (see Fig. 1).
For the WNB region we place the ICE box in a similar loca-
tion as used in previous studies by Ivanov et al. (2012) and
Tetz14. Our aim was to place the GRL ICE box in such a
position that it covers most of the extent of the Odden ice
tongue, which is present in some of the considered years,
and thus we chose the location of the box accordingly. This
means, however, that the GRL ICE box contains much more
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Table 1. Coordinates of the western Nansen Basin (WNB) and
Greenland Sea (GRL) boxes considered for the statistical analyses
of sea ice (ICE) and atmospheric (ATM) conditions (see also Fig. 1).

Region Latitude Longitude

WNB

ICE box 80.5–83.0◦ N 15.0 –65.0◦ E
ATM box 80.3–81.3◦ N 7.3–17.1◦ E

GRL

ICE box 70.0–78.0◦ N 21.5–0.0◦W
ATM box 69.9–71.7◦ N 18.2–14.9◦W

open ocean regions than the WNB ICE box, and thus the sea
ice cover trends are expected to be smaller.

We also study trends of atmospheric variables in a region
influenced by the changing sea ice cover in the WNB and
GRL regions. Besides focusing on regional patterns within
and downwind of the ICE boxes, we also conduct time series
analyses in two smaller ATM boxes. More details about how
the locations of the ATM boxes were chosen can be found
in Sect. 3.1. The exact location of all boxes considered for
trends in sea ice (ICE box) and atmospheric variables (ATM
box) can be found in Table 1.

Tetz14 determined the distance an air parcel traveled over
open ocean in the WNB region and showed that air tempera-
tures downstream of this region correlate with this so-called
fetch length. Here, we also calculate the WNB fetch length
along the thick green line indicated in Fig. 1b and consider
grid cells with less than 70 % sea ice concentration as open
water (see Sect. 3.3).

2.4 Statistical methods

We calculate the slopes b of all trend lines using a lin-
ear least-squares regression. The uncertainty of the slopes
is given as the 95 % confidence interval according to a t

test. Using the t value t for n− 2 degrees of freedom (with
n= 31 years) and the standard error sb of the slope, the
confidence interval is calculated as ±sb tn−2. To determine
whether two different trends (e.g., for off- and on-ice flow)
differ significantly from each other, we calculate a t test of
the slopes:

t =
b1− b2

s2
b1+ s2

b2
, (1)

with df= n1+ n2− 4 degrees of freedom.
Correlations are calculated to determine the relationship

between sea ice and meteorological variables. Since the re-
lationship is non-linear (see Fig. 12), we use the Spear-
man’s rank correlation coefficient r , which is a measure of
the strength of a monotonic relationship. A t test is applied
for significance testing of correlation coefficients. To test

whether two different correlation coefficients differ signifi-
cantly from each other, we use the formula for independent
correlation coefficients (Steiger, 1980), which is based on
Fisher’s z transform:

z=
1
2

ln
(

1+ r

1− r

)
. (2)

A t test is then applied to the difference of the z values.

3 Results and discussion

In this section we first present trends in atmospheric variables
and sea ice concentrations in the wider Fram Strait region
(Sect. 3.1). We then choose two focus regions (WNB and
GRL) based on the locations of the largest trends in the wider
region, calculate atmospheric trends separately for off- and
on-ice flow directions, and compare the results (Sect. 3.2).
Finally, to assess the impact of the observed sea ice variabil-
ity on atmospheric conditions, we calculate correlation maps
(Sect. 3.3) and discuss possible mechanisms for these corre-
lations in Sect. 3.4.

3.1 Trends in the Fram Strait region

Using data from two reanalyses and a sea ice concentration
dataset from 1992 to 2022, we calculate long-term trends in
the Fram Strait region. Trends of sea ice concentration based
on SSM/I-ASI data indicate that in the 31 years since 1992
sea ice cover has declined in large parts of the Fram Strait re-
gion (Fig. 2). The largest trends exceeding−20 % per decade
are observed in the Barents Sea southeast of Svalbard, in the
region of the Whaler’s Bay polynya north of Svalbard and
in the region of the Odden ice tongue in the Greenland Sea.
Based on these results, we choose the region of the Whaler’s
Bay polynya/western Nansen Basin (WNB) and the Green-
land Sea region (GRL) as the two main focus areas for the
analyses in this study (see also Sect. 2.3).

We calculate average ice concentrations within the ICE
boxes indicated in Figs. 1b and 2 for the months of January
to March. Both the WNB and the GRL regions exhibit de-
creasing trends since 1992 (Fig. 3). In the WNB region the
trend is −10.0± 3.5 % per decade, with changing variabil-
ity over time. In the 1990s, inter-annual variability was small
with almost constant average sea ice concentrations around
90 %. Between 2000 and 2011 the variability increased and
sea ice concentration approached 80 %. After 2012, we ob-
serve another shift in mean sea ice conditions with a strong
inter-annual variability. In the GRL region the trend is also
negative with −4.3± 3.1 % per decade (Fig. 3). It is smaller
than in the WNB region, which is partly because the GRL
ICE box contains open ocean areas and thus the maximum
observed average sea ice concentration is more than 10 %
lower than for the WNB region.

These results are in line with sea ice trends in the winter
seasons reported by previous studies. Based on NASA Team
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Figure 2. Sea ice concentration trends based on SSM/I-ASI data
for the years 1992 to 2022. Dotted areas are significant at the 95 %
level. Colored lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea ice concen-
tration contours averaged from January to March for 2 years with
large and small SIE, respectively. The dashed contour shows the
maximum SIE between January and March in 1998, which roughly
represents a typical outline of the Odden ice tongue. ICE boxes used
for the calculation of sea ice concentration time series are shown in
blue for the GRL region and in red for the WNB region.

Figure 3. Winter mean sea ice concentrations from SSM/I-ASI in
the ICE boxes in Figs. 1b and 2 for the WNB and GRL regions aver-
aged from January to March. Error bars denote standard deviations
of daily values. Dashed lines represent linear trends.

passive microwave sea ice concentration data from 1979 to
2018, Stroeve and Notz (2018) found trends of the same or-
der of magnitude in both the WNB and GRL regions for
March. Wang et al. (2019) considered a slightly larger region
in the Greenland Sea, which extended further south and thus
contained more open ocean areas. Consequently, they found

a slightly smaller trend of about −2 % per decade in winter
from 1982 to 2016.

Like in the WNB region, the inter-annual variability also
changes in the GRL region during the considered period.
There, larger variability is observed in the first half of the
period, while it is vice versa in the WNB region, as already
mentioned. One possible explanation for the larger variabil-
ity in the GRL region is the presence of the Odden ice tongue,
which increases the average ice concentration in this region.
From Fig. A1 it is evident that, for example, 1997 and 1998
are years with a large Odden ice tongue and also 2 of the
years with the overall largest observed mean sea ice concen-
trations since 1992. After 2006, the Odden ice tongue did not
occur frequently anymore, and thus the inter-annual sea ice
variability decreases. Sumata et al. (2023) analyzed the sea
ice thickness distribution in the Arctic and found a regime
shift from thicker and deformed to thinner and more uniform
ice cover around the year 2007. This timing also coincides
with the change in inter-annual variability of the sea ice con-
centration in the WNB region, where standard deviations of
4.6 % from 1992 to 2006 were much lower than the values of
12.3 % observed from 2007 to 2022.

We also calculated trends of atmospheric variables in the
Fram Strait region based on reanalysis data (Fig. 4). Trend
maps for near-surface air temperatures and specific humidity
look very similar for the two different reanalyses ERA5 and
MERRA-2. Temperature trends are generally positive, and
they are the largest northeast and east of Svalbard (Fig. 4a, b)
roughly in the same regions where we also observe the largest
sea ice reductions over the 31-year period (see Fig. 2). The
maximum warming of about 3.7 K per decade for ERA5 and
3.4 K per decade for MERRA-2 can be found in the region
of the Whaler’s Bay polynya (see Fig. 1a for region names).
This coincides with the region of the maximum humidity
trends of 0.27 gkg−1 per decade for ERA5 and 0.29 gkg−1

per decade for MERRA-2. A second area with locally in-
creased trends is located in the southern Greenland Sea re-
gion where observed trends are, however, less than half as
large as in the Whaler’s Bay region. These maxima also co-
incide with the area of largest sea ice decreases in the Green-
land Sea region. Trends at the northern coast of Norway and
the northeastern coast of Greenland are smaller and not sig-
nificant at the 95 % level.

Trends for wind speed are generally smaller and less sig-
nificant than for temperature and humidity. Also, there are a
few notable differences between the two reanalysis datasets
(Fig. 4e, f). The only significant increase of wind speed over
the 31-year period can be found in the region of the Whaler’s
Bay polynya for ERA5 data, while MERRA-2 trends in this
region are close to zero. Both reanalyses show the largest
negative trends at the east coast of Greenland, but only for
MERRA-2, significant negative trends also extend further
across the Fram Strait towards the coast of Svalbard.

Temperature trends for similar regions have previously
been calculated by other authors. Johannessen et al. (2016)
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Figure 4. Trend maps for atmospheric variables in the Fram Strait region based on ERA5 (a, c, e) and MERRA-2 (b, d, f) reanalysis data
from January to March of the years 1992 to 2022. Trends are shown for air temperature (a, b), specific humidity (c, d) and wind speed (e, f).
Dotted areas are significant at the 95,% level. Solid lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea ice concentration contours averaged from January
to March for 2 years with large and small SIE, respectively.

analyzed the Nansen surface air temperature dataset, which
incorporates data from land stations, buoys and ship mea-
surements in a larger region containing the Greenland and
Barents seas and the Fram Strait region. They found that run-
ning 30-year temperature trends increased since the 1970s,
with a value exceeding 1.5 K per decade from 1985 to 2014.
Even though they considered a larger region, our results for
WNB indicate that temperature trends might have further in-
creased since 2014. Based on air temperature data from the
National Center for Environmental Prediction/Department of
Energy reanalysis from 1979 to 2016, Wang et al. (2019) re-
ported trends of about 1.5 K per decade in the GRL region

and of about 2 K at the northwest corner of Svalbard, which
is in line with our findings. In a recent study, Isaksen et al.
(2022) presented air temperature trends based on weather sta-
tion and reanalysis data averaged from December to Febru-
ary. Between 1991 and 2020, trends in the region northeast of
Svalbard were in the order of 3 K per decade based on ERA5
data and even slightly larger values based on station data and
the Copernicus Arctic Regional Reanalysis (CARRA), which
is also in line with our findings.

As a next step, we analyze wind roses for selected sub-
regions, focusing especially on those regions where observed
trends for sea ice cover, air temperature and humidity were
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Figure 5. Wind roses based on ERA5 data in the WNB ATM box for the first 10 years of the study period (a, e), the last 10 years (b, f) and the
whole period from 1992 to 2022. The length of the bars indicates the observed frequency of winds from each wind direction sector spanning
15◦. The color denotes the average air temperature (a, b) and specific humidity (e, f) for the respective periods. The colors in panels (c) and
(g) show the corresponding temperature and humidity trends over the whole 31 years. Blue and orange lines denote the sectors considered
for off- and on-ice flow. Maps illustrating the locations of the WNB ATM box and the flow directions for off- and on-ice flow are shown with
trends for all wind directions of temperature (d) and specific humidity (h) as background shading. Blue lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea
ice concentration contours averaged from January to March for 2 years with large (1996) and small (2018) SIE, respectively.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the GRL region. Note that the color map of panels (g) and (h) spans a smaller range than in Fig. 5.
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largest – namely the WNB and GRL regions. We calculate
the wind roses for smaller sub-regions, which we refer to as
ATM boxes. The exact placement of these boxes is somewhat
arbitrary and could be based on many different factors. We
decided to choose locations where observed temperature and
humidity trends in Fig. 4 are large. Furthermore, we chose
areas that were only covered by sea ice in years with a large
ice extent but were mostly ice-free in years with a small sea
ice cover. Due to the large change in local ice cover we also
expect to see a notable impact on atmospheric conditions in
these areas. For the exact locations of the WNB and GRL
ATM boxes see Figs. 5d, h and 6d, h and Table 1. Results
based on ERA5 and MERRA-2 data show only small differ-
ences, and thus we only present and discuss ERA5 results in
the following. In the WNB ATM box, winds originate mostly
from northerly and northeasterly directions. Air masses orig-
inating from north are the coldest and driest (Fig. 5a, b, e,
f), and air masses originating from the south and southwest
are warmer and more humid. Wind directions in the GRL
ATM box show much less variability than in the WNB ATM
box, with winds coming most often from northerly directions
(about 40 % of the time). Similar to the WNB region, the
coldest and driest air masses originate from the north and
northwest, while air masses from the southeast are warmer
and more humid (Fig. 6a, b, e, f).

3.2 Atmospheric trends for off-ice and on-ice flow

The analysis of wind roses in the previous section also en-
ables us to analyze whether the trends observed in Fig. 4
are stronger for certain wind directions. In the WNB ATM
box, temperature trends of about 3.5 K per decade are ob-
served for northeasterly wind directions, and a second max-
imum can be found for southwesterly winds (Fig. 5c). The
same wind sectors also show maximum humidity trends,
though trends are larger for southwesterly than for northeast-
erly winds (Fig. 5g). The situation is similar in the GRL ATM
box, with maximum trends for both northerly and southerly
winds.

In the following, we analyze trend differences for different
wind sectors in more detail. For this purpose, we define off-
ice and on-ice flow directions based on the wind roses pre-
sented in the previous section. In the WNB ATM box, all air
masses flowing from west, north or northwest originate from
sea ice covered regions. However, we only select a sector of
45◦ containing those wind directions for which atmospheric
trends are the largest. We thus define off-ice flow as winds
from 30 to 75◦ (northeasterly winds) for WNB and from−15
to 30◦ (northerly winds) for GRL. The obvious choice to de-
fine on-ice winds is then the sector directly opposite of the
off-ice sectors. However, since the resulting sectors only con-
tain a small fraction of less than 10 % of all wind directions,
we decided to widen the on-ice sector to 90◦. On-ice flow
is then defined as winds from 165 to 255◦ (south to south-
westerly winds) for WNB and from 120 to 210◦ (south to

Figure 7. Trend map in the greater WNB region for the frequency of
occurrence of off-ice flow (30–75◦) based on ERA5 wind directions
for January to March of the years 1992 to 2022. Dotted areas are
significant at the 95 % level. Blue lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI
sea ice concentration contours averaged from January to March for
2 years with large and small SIE, respectively.

southeasterly winds) for GRL. Sketches illustrating the off-
and on-ice flow directions are presented in Fig. 5d for WNB
and Fig. 6d for GRL.

Only the average wind directions in the respective ATM
boxes for both regions are considered to define off- and on-
ice flow conditions. We want to stress, however, that this is a
simplification and that further away from the ATM box wind
directions might be different. For example, when the center
of a low-pressure system is located over Svalbard, we would
expect southerly winds in the region east of Svalbard during
conditions which were labeled as “off-ice flow” for the whole
region. Thus, results from regions close to the ATM boxes are
most reliable and the results from the region east of Svalbard,
especially, should be considered with care.

Off-ice flow conditions are present for about 21 % of the
time in the WNB region and for about 40 % in the GRL re-
gion, which is much larger than what would be expected for
a uniform distribution of wind directions (12.5 %). Trends of
the frequencies of occurrence of off-ice flow are only signif-
icant in a region northwest of Svalbard (Fig. 7), where we
observe an overall reduction of up to 15 % over the 31-year
period. Trends in the GRL region are not significant at the
95 % level (not shown).

As a next step, we compare atmospheric trends during
times with off- and on-ice flow and analyze in which regions
they differ from each other. Figure 8 shows trend maps in
the region around Svalbard. Since results based on ERA5
and MERRA-2 are very similar, we only present the ERA5
maps here. For wind speed, the differences of trends for off-
and on-ice flow are very small, and we thus only show maps
for temperature and specific humidity. The results for wind
trends in the ATM boxes are discussed later in this section.

The largest temperature trends for off-ice flow are ob-
served directly north and northeast of Svalbard – so over the
Whaler’s Bay polynya region – and exceed 4 K per decade
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Figure 8. Trend maps for ERA5 air temperature (a, c) and specific humidity (b, d) for January to March of the years 1992 to 2022 using only
periods with off-ice (a, b) and on-ice winds (c, d) in the WNB region. Blue lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea ice concentration contours
averaged from January to March for 2 years with large and small SIE, respectively. The boxes mark the location of the WNB ATM box used
for time series analyses in Fig. 10 and Table 2. Panel (e) shows the differences of air temperature trends for off- and on-ice winds (panel a
minus panel c), and panel (f) shows the corresponding trend differences for specific humidity. Dotted areas denote trends and differences of
trends that are significant at the 95 % level (dark green). For trend differences, light green dots additionally mark the 90 % significance level.

(Fig. 8a). Along the off-ice flow direction towards southwest,
trends gradually decrease but are still significant 300 km fur-
ther downstream. It is interesting to note that positive air tem-
perature trends are not restricted to open ocean regions but
also extend westwards over regions with closed sea ice cover.
Trends for on-ice flow are up to 2 K larger than for off-ice
flow directly at the northern and western coast of Svalbard
(Fig. 8e). Only these differences close to the coast of Sval-
bard are significant at the 90 % to 95 % level. Further towards
north and west – in regions that were covered by sea ice in
most of the considered years – trends are slightly larger for
on-ice flow, but differences to off-ice flow are not significant.

For specific humidity, the patterns of the trends for off-ice
flow look very similar to the temperature trends (Fig. 8b),
with a maximum exceeding 0.25 gkg−1 per decade. Humid-

ity trends for on-ice flow are even larger, and the maximum is
located slightly further to the north (Fig. 8d). In this region,
trends for on-ice flow are about twice as large as for off-ice
flow (Fig. 8f), but unlike for temperature, we do not observe
significant differences of humidity trends close to the north-
ern and western coast of Svalbard.

In the Greenland Sea region we find the largest trends for
both considered flow directions in areas that are covered in
only some years by sea ice (Fig. 9). For off-ice flow, the max-
imum trends are located along the 80 % sea ice contour from
1996, which was a year with large sea ice extent (Fig. 9a, d).
For on-ice flow, the largest trends are located slightly further
towards the coast of Greenland than for off-ice flow (area be-
tween the 1996 and 2018 contours in Fig. 9). There, on-ice
temperature (humidity) trends are about 1 K (0.17 gkg−1) per
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Figure 9. Trend maps for ERA5 air temperature (a,b) and specific humidity (d, e) for January to March of the years 1992 to 2022 using only
periods with off-ice (a, d) and on-ice winds (b, e) in the GRL region. Blue lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea ice concentration contours
averaged from January to March for 2 years with large and small SIE, respectively. The boxes mark the location of the GRL ATM box used
for time series analyses in Fig. 10 and Table 2. Panel (c) shows the differences of air temperature trends for off- and on-ice winds (panel a
minus panel b), and panel (f) shows the corresponding trend differences for specific humidity. Dotted areas denote trends and differences of
trends that are significant at the 95 % level (dark green). For trend differences, light green dots additionally mark the 90 % significance level.

decade larger than for off-ice flow. The local maximum for
off-ice temperature trends extends to the region south and
southeast of Jan Mayen island, which is south of the area
covered by the Odden ice tongue in some of the considered
years. When comparing trends for off-ice and on-ice flow
(Fig. 9c), we also see a pattern that is related to the Odden
ice tongue, with larger trends for off-ice flow south of the
Odden region. For humidity, trends in the Odden region are
significantly larger for on-ice than for off-ice flow.

In the following, we study time series of atmospheric vari-
ables for both reanalyses in more detail. For this purpose,
we present time series of the January to March means for
each year averaged over the WNB and GRL ATM boxes in
Fig. 10 and list the trends with corresponding 95 % confi-
dence intervals in Table 2. In the WNB ATM box, air temper-
atures and specific humidity show significant positive trends,
with slightly smaller numbers for MERRA-2 than for ERA5
(Fig. 10) for off-ice flow. During the 31-year period, air
temperatures increased by up to 10 K and the humidity by
0.7 gkg−1. The wind speed change is close to zero and not
significant at the 95 % level for both reanalyses. For on-ice
flow, trends for temperature are up to 50 % smaller, while
trends for humidity are up to 25 % larger than for off-ice flow.

Temperature and humidity trends in the GRL ATM box
are generally smaller than for WNB but still significant at the
95 % level (Table 2). Both reanalyses agree well on the mag-
nitude of the trends for off-ice flow, with overall temperature
and humidity increases of up to almost 5 K and 0.5 gkg−1

within 31 years, respectively. Wind speed trends are negative

but only barely significant for MERRA-2, with an overall de-
crease of up to 1.5 ms−1 within 31 years. Like for WNB,
temperature trends for on-ice flow are smaller, and humidity
trends are larger than for off-ice flow.

Our comparison of trends calculated based on ERA5 and
MERRA-2 data indicate that the results are robust with re-
spect to the choice of reanalysis dataset. Especially in the
GRL region, trend values are almost identical. The largest
trend differences occur for temperature in the WNB ATM
box. It is evident from Fig. 10a that MERRA-2 tempera-
tures are up to 4 K higher than ERA5 temperatures in the
first half of the considered period, while differences decrease
to about 1 to 1.5 K in the second half. Thus, even though
trends are smaller for MERRA-2, overall temperatures in the
last decade were even larger than for ERA5. A few previous
studies focusing on the analysis of systematic differences be-
tween reanalyses in this region have provided similar results.
Graham et al. (2019) compared reanalysis data to meteoro-
logical observations during the N-ICE campaign in winter
2015 and found that both ERA5 and MERRA-2 overestimate
winter temperatures by more than 3 K. Contrary to our re-
sults, however, biases are slightly larger for ERA5 than for
MERRA-2. They also found that, among all the reanalyses
considered, MERRA-2 has the largest overestimation of the
downward longwave radiation flux. Comparing reanalyses
with remote sensing data also revealed that MERRA-2 over-
estimates the near-surface cloud fraction, which increases
longwave cloud radiative effects (Yeo et al., 2022). More re-
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Table 2. Trends of meteorological variables in the WNB and GRL ATM boxes based on ERA5 and MERRA-2 reanalysis data. Trends are
calculated either using only periods with off-ice or on-ice flow. Confidence intervals are calculated based on a t test with 95 % confidence
level. Bold face denotes trends that differ significantly from each other at the 90 % level.

Meteorological variable ERA5 off-ice ERA5 on-ice MERRA-2 off-ice MERRA-2 on-ice

WNB

Temperature trend (K per decade) 3.3± 1.4 2.6± 1.2 2.9± 1.5 1.5± 0.9
Specific humidity trend (g kg−1 per decade) 0.24± 0.11 0.30± 0.14 0.23± 0.13 0.21± 0.13
Wind speed trend (m s−1 per decade) 0.0± 0.3 0.5± 0.4 −0.2± 0.3 0.0± 0.5

GRL

Temperature trend (K per decade) 1.7± 0.8 1.2± 0.5 1.6± 0.8 1.0± 0.4
Specific humidity trend (g kg−1 per decade) 0.16± 0.09 0.19± 0.10 0.16± 0.10 0.18± 0.10
Wind speed trend (m s−1 per decade) −0.3± 0.4 0.0± 0.3 −0.5± 0.4 −0.1± 0.4

Figure 10. January to March averages of air temperature (a, b) and specific humidity (c, d) based on ERA5 (red) and MERRA-2 (blue)
reanalyses for off-ice flow in the WNB (a, c) and GRL (b, d) ATM boxes. Dashed lines indicate trends.

search is necessary to assess the underlying causes for these
biases in more detail.

In this section, we have identified regions in which atmo-
spheric variables differ from each other for off- and on-ice
flow conditions. These differences are, however, only statis-
tically significant in very small regions (see dotted areas in
Figs. 8 and 9). This trend comparison was only descriptive
and did not further analyze the underlying processes. As a
next step, we thus study how these trends are related to the
sea ice cover (Sect. 3.3).

3.3 Assessing relationships between sea ice trends and
meteorological variables

It is likely that the positive temperature and moisture trends
for different flow directions analyzed in Sect. 3.2 are related
to different processes. During off-ice flow, cold and dry air
masses from sea ice covered regions (e.g., the Central Arctic)
flow towards the open ocean. These so-called cold-air out-
breaks (CAOs) typically occur in the Fram Strait region when

a low-pressure system is present over or east of Svalbard
and a high-pressure system prevails over Greenland (Knud-
sen et al., 2018; Kolstad, 2017). Sea ice insulates the atmo-
sphere from the underlying ocean, and thus decreased sea ice
cover causes enhanced turbulent exchange of heat and mois-
ture. Consequently, we expect that positive temperature and
humidity trends during off-ice flow conditions show nega-
tive correlations to the upstream sea ice extent. Tetz14 found
such a negative correlation for the Whaler’s Bay polynya re-
gion, which weakened over the open ocean with increasing
distance from the ice edge.

During on-ice flow, air masses with higher temperatures
and moisture content are brought in from the south. In the
Fram Strait region, such warm-air intrusions are typically
caused by a low-pressure system over Greenland and/or a
high-pressure system in the Svalbard region. One likely rea-
son for the positive temperature and moisture trends found
for on-ice flow in Sect. 3.2 is thus, first of all, a general tem-
perature and moisture increase of the advected air masses
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Figure 11. Daily fetch length over the WNB polynya region. Up-
dated from Tetz14.

originating from the mid-latitudes. However, southerly winds
push the sea ice northward (see also Appendix C), and
warmer air leads to an increased melting of sea ice. Both
effects result in an increase of the open ocean area so that,
in turn, turbulent exchange between the ocean and atmo-
sphere is enhanced. This feedback would result in negative
correlations between atmospheric and sea ice changes. How-
ever, sensible heat fluxes are stronger during cold-air out-
breaks than during on-ice flow because of larger temperature
contrasts. Despite further processes related to radiation and
cloud formation (Stapf et al., 2020), we expect, therefore,
that during off-ice flow the local warming effect on the near-
surface temperature is more effective than during on-ice flow.
Especially, the existence of a maximum trend in the region
with reduced sea ice points to the local feedback mechanism
as the dominating process.

Consequently, we analyze in this section how atmospheric
changes are related to sea ice changes. We use a method in-
spired by the study by Tetz14, who correlated air tempera-
tures with upstream sea ice conditions. While their analysis
focused only on three locations over the open ocean with in-
creasing distance to the ice edge, we not only extend their
analysis in time but also present maps showing correlation
coefficients for each reanalysis grid point. Looking at spatial
patterns instead of single points has the clear advantage that
we can identify specific regions in which a substantial part of
atmospheric change can be attributed to sea ice changes.

Tetz14 calculated the polynya or fetch length as a measure
for daily sea ice conditions in the WNB region until the year
2014. As described in Sect. 2.3, the WNB fetch is the dis-
tance along the green line in Fig. 1 over mostly open ocean
(grid cells with a sea ice concentration below 70 %). Here,

Figure 12. ERA5 air temperature at two locations (marked with tri-
angles in Fig. 13) averaged monthly for January to March from 1992
to 2022 for periods with off-ice flow as a function of WNB fetch (a)
and of average sea ice concentrations in the WNB ICE box (b).
P1 (red circles) is located close to the ice edge northwest of Sval-
bard, and P2 (blue triangles) is located about 250 km further to the
southwest over the open ocean region. Numbers are Spearman rank
correlations. The dashed line indicates the freezing temperature of
sea water.

we extend their time series until the year 2022 (Fig. 11).
While WNB fetch lengths exceeding 600 km did not occur
in the 1990s and 2000s, such high values were much more
common from 2012 onward. However, WNB fetch lengths
during the last 10 years were highly variable, with a more
closed-up polynya in 2015 and 2020, for example. This ex-
plains the higher variability of mean sea ice concentrations in
Fig. 3. Even though average sea ice concentrations in 2022
were not even among the 5 lowest observed years, WNB
fetch values exceeded 830 km during 4 d in January and 2 d
in March 2022. The event in March was a consequence of
a period with strong southerly winds causing a warm-air in-
trusion into the Arctic across the Fram Strait region (Wal-
bröl et al., 2023). See Fig. C1 for an example of the flow
conditions on 13 March 2022. The only other period with
such high WNB fetch values was during the first days of Jan-
uary 2013; however, the sea ice cover quickly closed up dur-
ing the next weeks in this year.

Tetz14 then analyzed ERA-Interim near-surface tempera-
tures averaged over the winter season from January to March
for the years 1992 to 2014 during off-ice flow at three grid
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Figure 13. Spearman rank correlation coefficients between monthly WNB sea ice concentrations and air temperatures (a, c) and specific
humidity (b, d) from ERA5 averaged for periods with off-ice (a, b) and on-ice flow (c, d). Blue and orange lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI
sea ice concentration contours averaged from January to March for 2 years with large and small SIE, respectively. Triangles indicate the
locations of the points P1 and P2 used in Fig. 12. Panels (e) and (f) show the corresponding differences of correlation coefficients between
off-ice and on-ice flow (panel a minus panel c and panel b minus panel d). Red colors mean that negative correlations are larger for off-ice
flow compared with on-ice flow. Dotted areas denote correlations and differences of correlations that are significant at the 95 % level (dark
green). For correlation differences, light-green dots additionally mark the 90 % significance level.

points in the region northwest of Svalbard and found high
correlations with the open water fetch over the WNB region.
In Fig. 12a we extend their analysis to the year 2022 and use
a higher temporal resolution and consider January to March
monthly means instead of winter means. As an example, we
show data from two points with locations close to P1 and
P3 in Tetz14. We find similarly high Spearman rank correla-
tions of r = 0.88 also for the extended period at a point north-
west of Svalbard (see triangles in Fig. 13), which decreases to
r = 0.59 at a point more than 200 km downstream. We per-
formed a similar analysis to determine the relationship be-
tween average WNB sea ice concentration and atmospheric
temperatures and found that correlations at the two consid-
ered points are very similar to those using open water fetch

(Fig. 12b). Thus, instead of using the open water fetch as in
Tetz14, we consider sea ice concentrations in the ICE boxes
for the following correlation analysis. By looking at single
points we can only get very localized results. Not only the
magnitude of correlations but also the differences between
correlation coefficients for off- and on-ice flow highly de-
pend on the considered areas (see Fig. B1 for scatter plots for
off- and on-ice flow). Therefore, as a next step we calculate
correlation maps between atmospheric temperatures and hu-
midity in the region around Svalbard and the Greenland Sea
and the average sea ice concentrations in the respective ICE
boxes. This allows us to identify regions where the impact of
upstream sea ice concentration is largest. The squared cor-
relation coefficient r2 can also be used as a measure of the
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observed variance of the meteorological variables that can
be explained by sea ice variability. Similar to the trends in
Sect. 3.2, the maps based on ERA5 and MERRA-2 look very
similar, and thus we only present the ERA5 results here.

Correlation maps for WNB for off-ice flow are presented
in Fig. 13. The general patterns for both off- and on-ice
flow look very similar for temperature and humidity, with
the strongest negative correlations exceeding −0.85 in the
area northeast of Svalbard over the center of the Whaler’s
Bay polynya. Downstream of the ice edge, correlations de-
crease with downstream distance for both temperature and
humidity until correlations are not significant anymore at
about 500 km downstream. For off-ice flow, we also observe
smaller correlations directly at the west coast of Svalbard (at
about 78.5◦ N, 10◦ E), which can be attributed to a sheltering
effect of the Svalbard land mass. On the one hand, the flow
likely divides around Svalbard when winds deflect around the
steep land topography. On the other hand, air masses from
northeast do not experience any further warming and moist-
ening over land, and thus correlations decrease.

We also calculated the differences between the correlation
maps for off- and on-ice flow for both temperature (Fig. 13e)
and humidity (Fig. 13f). It is remarkable that the maps for
temperature and humidity look almost identical, showing two
areas of distinct differences between correlations for off- and
on-ice flow. In the first one, which is located northwest of
Svalbard close to the ice edge (around 80◦ N, 0◦ E), corre-
lations are up to 0.3 larger for off-ice flow. In this area, up
to 50 % of the observed temperature and humidity variance
are related to sea ice changes for off-ice flow and only about
20 % for on-ice flow. The second area is located at the north-
ern end of the Whaler’s Bay polynya (around 83◦ N, 25◦ E),
where correlations are about 0.25 larger for on-ice flow. Here
the explained variance is about 40 % for off-ice flow and
about two-thirds for on-ice flow.

The corresponding correlation maps for the GRL region
are presented in Fig. 14. Unlike for the WNB region, corre-
lations are generally slightly larger for temperature than for
humidity. For both flow directions, negative correlations are
largest in the region that is only covered by sea ice in some
of the considered years. Correlation values for off-ice flow
show a maximum exceeding −0.7 for temperature and −0.5
for humidity, which is more than twice as large as for on-ice
flow. This means that up to half of the observed tempera-
ture variance close to the ice edge is related to sea ice vari-
ability for off-ice flow. Correlation differences are most pro-
nounced and significant at the western part and southwest of
the Odden region, where the explained variance is up to 20 %
larger for periods with off-ice than for on-ice flow (Fig. 14c,
f).

Another study by Wang et al. (2019) also correlated atmo-
spheric temperatures with sea ice conditions in all seasons
and found a value of −0.46 for the whole Greenland Sea
region, which is slightly smaller than our maximum values
of about r =−0.7. Since they averaged over a much larger

region and did not consider different wind directions sep-
arately, they were not able to study more local effects and
specifically the impact of upstream sea ice conditions during
off-ice flow.

3.4 Discussion of mechanisms responsible for
atmospheric changes

In the previous sections we described atmospheric trends
in the Fram Strait region, both in general and by looking
specifically at two typical flow situations, which are cold-
air outbreaks with off-ice flow and warm-air intrusions with
on-ice flow. While temperature trends for both flow direc-
tions have similar maximum values but at slightly shifted lo-
cations, humidity trends are mostly larger for on-ice flow.
Even though trend differences are mostly not significant, we
can draw valuable qualitative conclusions from the results.
Firstly, most of the warming trends during on-ice flow can be
explained by a temperature increase in the last few decades
of the air masses advected from the south. This trend is com-
parable with the local warming due to reduced sea ice cover
during off-ice flow. The increase of moisture during on-ice
flow is even larger than the moistening effect over areas with
reduced sea ice cover in off-ice wind conditions but also the
latter is important for the observed changes.

To further analyze the impact of changes in sea ice cover
on atmospheric conditions, we calculated correlation maps
between temperature and humidity and the respective up-
stream sea ice conditions for both regions. Off-ice flow con-
sists of relatively cold and dry air masses becoming warmer
and more humid the longer they are in contact with open
ocean. A smaller sea ice concentration means more open wa-
ter areas, and thus correlations between sea ice cover and air
temperature and humidity are negative. Such negative cor-
relations for off-ice flow are found in those regions where
sea ice changes are largest. However, significant correlations
extend further along the off-ice flow direction. This leads to
an extended area of positive correlations south of the ice edge
in the GRL region and towards the southwest of the Whaler’s
Bay polynya. While the impact of sea ice decrease was most
pronounced during off-ice flow, smaller but significant neg-
ative correlations were also found during on-ice flow. How-
ever, during on-ice flow, atmospheric changes lead to sea ice
changes and thus the causality is reversed compared to off-
ice flow. Our results suggest that the only region where this
mechanism is significantly more important than the sea ice
related changes during off-ice flow is located at the northern
edge of the Whaler’s Bay polynya.

Our results hint at an important role of sea ice condi-
tions for atmospheric warming and moistening in certain ar-
eas. However, with our present analysis we cannot exclude
further possible explanations for the observed atmospheric
trends. For example, cases during which warm air is advected
first to the north and is flowing back to the south afterwards
might impact on our correlations. We mentioned already that
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Figure 14. Spearman rank correlation coefficients between monthly GRL sea ice concentrations and air temperatures (a, d) and specific
humidity (b, e) from ERA5 averaged for periods with off-ice (a,b) and on-ice flow (d, e). Blue lines denote the 80 % SSM/I-ASI sea ice
concentration contours averaged from January to March for 2 years with large and small SIE, respectively. Panels (c) and (f) show the
corresponding differences of correlation coefficients between off-ice and on-ice flow (panel a minus panel b and panel d minus panel e). Red
colors mean that negative correlations are larger for off-ice flow compared with on-ice flow. Dotted areas denote correlations and differences
of correlations that are significant at the 95 % level (dark green). For correlation differences, light-green dots additionally mark the 90 %
significance level.

large-scale effects (especially during on-ice flow) influence
the correlations. Besides the effect due to warmer air masses
from the south, for example, Wickström et al. (2020) found
an increase of the winter cyclone occurrence around Sval-
bard from 1979 to 2016. The presence of cyclones in this
region was accompanied by positive temperature anomalies
east of Svalbard. Such large-scale synoptic changes certainly
influence the general trends presented in Sect. 3.1, but not the
analyses in Sect. 3.2 and 3.3, where results are separated by
wind sectors. Warming due to large-scale advection would
result in much smoother and more homogeneous trend maps
for the different wind direction sectors than we showed here
in several figures. For example, it is evident from Fig. 8c and
d for on-ice flow that trends are even larger north of Svalbard
than further south, which would not be the case if trends were
purely caused by trends within the inflow air masses or by al-
tered cyclone tracks.

Our analysis also does not consider changes in sensible
and latent heat transport over the ocean due to modified wa-
ter temperatures that cannot be explained by sea ice decrease.
The underlying processes governing the variability of ocean
heat flux are very complex and not yet accurately quantified
(Carmack et al., 2015; Peterson et al., 2017). Nilsen et al.
(2021) found that while long-term trends in the heat transport
into the Arctic Ocean could be dominated by variations in the
temperature of the Atlantic Water inflow, changes on shorter
timescales are more likely due to air–ocean interaction dy-

namics. Their analysis indicates that wind stress is an impor-
tant factor influencing the variability of the West Spitsbergen
Current branches flowing over the Yermak Plateau and thus
the overall heat exchange in this region.

Since the focus of this study is mainly on the impact
of sea ice changes on the atmosphere, we do not disentan-
gle whether those sea ice changes were caused by changing
wind directions, increased melting by a warmer ocean or by
other factors. The sea ice cover in our two study regions has
changed drastically over the last 30 years, resulting in a much
larger area where the atmosphere comes into direct contact
with the ocean without an insulating sea ice layer. Here, we
assume that an increase of the open ocean area will have a
much larger impact on air temperature and humidity than an
increase of the ocean temperature of a few degrees in these
specific regions, and thus we do not consider the latter effect
explicitly. We suggest that the investigation of a combined
impact of ocean and sea ice conditions should be the topic of
future extended work.

4 Summary and conclusions

The objective of this study was to examine recent regional
trends in near-surface atmospheric variables in the Fram
Strait region in winter and their connection to regional sea
ice extent. Through the analysis of trend maps spanning from
1992 to 2022, we identified two specific focal regions where
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the decline in sea ice cover and the increase of atmospheric
temperatures and humidity were most pronounced. The first
area is located northeast of Svalbard in the western Nansen
Basin (WNB), while the second area is located in the Green-
land Sea (GRL).

To assess the sea ice conditions, we calculated the average
sea ice concentration from SSM/I-ASI data for the period of
January to March. Our calculations focused on two desig-
nated regions, namely WNB and GRL. The WNB region ex-
hibited a substantial decreasing trend of−10.0 % per decade,
accompanied by an increasing inter-annual variability within
the past 10 years. Over the years, the ice edge, which was
predominantly positioned at the northwest corner of Svalbard
during the 1990s, has receded by more than 500 km towards
the northeast during multiple days in January to March since
2012. The year 2022 stands out as an extreme case, with open
water spanning over 800 km during 2 separate weeks. In the
GRL region, the negative sea ice trend is also significant but
relatively smaller at −4.7 % per decade compared to WNB.
This discrepancy can be partially attributed to a higher pro-
portion of open ocean within the GRL area already at the
beginning of the analyzed period. The first half of the exam-
ined period shows the greatest inter-annual variability, likely
influenced by the presence of the Odden ice tongue in certain
years before 2006.

In addition, we evaluated trends in atmospheric variables
across the Fram Strait region using ERA5 and MERRA-2
reanalysis data. The two datasets displayed a high level of
agreement concerning the location of regional maxima and
the magnitude of trends. The trend maps for air tempera-
ture and specific humidity showed very similar patterns, with
the maxima roughly aligning with the areas experiencing
the most substantial sea ice reductions. In the Whaler’s Bay
region, we observed trends of up to 3.7 K and 0.29 gkg−1

per decade for temperature and humidity, respectively. In
the southern Greenland Sea region, the corresponding trends
were up to 1.3 K and 0.15 gkg−1 per decade. Comparatively,
trends in wind speed were generally smaller and less statisti-
cally significant than those in temperature and humidity.

As a next step, we conducted trend analyses separately
for two common flow situations in the region separately and
compared the outcomes. By examining wind roses, we iden-
tified wind direction sectors for off-ice flow (occurring dur-
ing cold-air outbreaks) and for on-ice flow (warm-air intru-
sions) in both the WNB and GRL regions. While the gen-
eral patterns for off- and on-ice flow exhibited some sim-
ilarities, the differences between temperature and humid-
ity trends were more pronounced in both regions. In both
regions, the maximum temperature trends reached similar
magnitudes, with 3–4 K per decade for WNB and 2 K per
decade for GRL. However, the precise locations of the trend
maxima differed depending on the prevailing wind regimes.
In the WNB region, the temperature maxima consistently oc-
curred over the Whaler’s Bay polynya. For off-ice flow, they
were situated near the northern coast of Svalbard and approx-

imately 100 km further north for on-ice flow. In the GRL re-
gion, the maxima were located in areas that were covered by
sea ice only in certain years, and they were approximately
100 km further north for on-ice than for off-ice flow. Con-
sequently, temperature trends were larger for off-ice flow in
specific areas and larger for on-ice flow in others. The hu-
midity trend maxima generally coincided with the tempera-
ture maxima; however, humidity trends were mostly larger
for on-ice flow compared to off-ice flow. The maxima for
on-ice flow were up to 50 % larger in the WNB region and
almost twice as large in the GRL region compared to off-ice
flow.

The presence of sea ice plays a crucial role in limiting the
exchange of heat and moisture between the ocean and the
atmosphere. Therefore, the fractional sea ice cover is an im-
portant factor influencing the strength of atmospheric con-
vection and the related atmospheric warming during cold-air
outbreaks. To further explore this relationship, we conducted
a spatial analysis of trends in meteorological variables and
their correlations with upstream ice conditions, comparing
results for off- and on-ice flow. Generally, the correlation
maps displayed great similarities to the trend maps. In the
WNB region, the maximum correlations were located at the
center of the Whaler’s Bay polynya, where up to two-thirds
of the observed variability was linked to sea ice changes. This
impact extends hundreds of kilometers downstream of the
sea ice edge. In the GRL region, the maximum correlations
also aligned with the maximum trends near to the ice edge.
Here, sea ice changes accounted for up to 50 % of the ob-
served variability in temperature and 25 % in humidity. Dur-
ing off-ice flow, the explained variances over and downwind
of the Odden region exceeded those for on-ice flow by up to
20 %.

In contrast to the trend maps where temperature and hu-
midity exhibited differences, the disparities between corre-
lation for off- and on-ice flow were quite similar for both
variables. In the WNB region, we identified two areas with
distinct differences. Over the sea ice covered region north-
west of Svalbard, correlations for off-ice flow were up to 0.3
higher. The situation was reversed at the northern end of the
Whaler’s Bay polynya, where correlations for on-ice flow
exceed those for off-ice flow by 0.2. These results can be
attributed to two different mechanisms. Large negative cor-
relations for off-ice flow are caused by increased heat and
moisture exchange during CAOs when the sea ice cover de-
creases. On-ice flow, characterized by warm and moist air
during warm-air intrusions, pushes the sea ice further north-
ward, resulting in an increased open water area and nega-
tive correlations. In the GRL region, we found more areas in
which the first mechanism dominates. Correlations for off-
ice flow exceeded those for on-ice flow by up to 0.3, espe-
cially in the region southeast of the Odden ice tongue.

Our analyses demonstrate that the decreasing sea ice cover
in the Fram Strait region has the most significant impact
in the marginal sea ice zone during off-ice flow events,
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particularly during cold-air outbreaks. Additionally, we ob-
serve a relationship between warm-air intrusions and de-
creasing sea ice cover further north. The presence of max-
imum trends for off-ice flow at the sea ice margin, where sea
ice changes are most pronounced, strongly indicates the cru-
cial role of declining sea ice cover in shaping the observed
atmospheric trends. One plausible explanation for these at-
mospheric changes is the intensified atmospheric convection
and subsequent boundary-layer warming when cold and dry
air from the Central Arctic flows over extended open ocean
areas (e.g., Tetz14).

While our results highlight the important role of sea ice
conditions in atmospheric warming and moistening, it is es-
sential to acknowledge that our present analysis does not
exclude other potential explanations for the observed atmo-
spheric trends. Long-term changes in large-scale synoptic
conditions and circulation patterns could also influence at-
mospheric conditions, and changing ocean currents might
contribute to increased sea surface temperatures in regions
where the sea ice margin is retreating. Investigating these im-
pact factors should be the focus of future extended research.

Our study, though regional in scope, provides valuable in-
sights into the strong connection of atmospheric and sea ice
conditions. Some of the results can be transferred to other re-
gions. Obviously, wind direction plays an important role for
regional climate change near the marginal sea ice zones. This
finding can most likely be generalized to all areas near the
ice edge. Furthermore, our research highlights the large spa-
tial variability of sea ice decline and its corresponding atmo-
spheric response. The large trends near Svalbard align with
previous studies that identify Svalbard as a hotspot in Arctic
climate change. Our study contributes to a more comprehen-
sive and detailed understanding of the ongoing changes in
the Arctic.

Our analyses reveal an ongoing decrease in sea ice extent
in the wider Fram Strait region, accompanied by a simulta-
neous increase in near-surface atmospheric temperature and
humidity during winter. Exploring the related changes in the
structure of the atmospheric boundary layer and in cloud pro-
cesses in this region is an emerging topic, which will be
partly addressed by the HALO-(AC)3 campaign (Wendisch
et al., 2021) conducted in spring 2022 in this region. Further-
more, we recommend conducting modeling studies in future
research to strengthen the conclusions derived from this pa-
per.
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Appendix A: Odden ice tongue

The Odden ice tongue is a local phenomenon in the Green-
land Sea region where sea ice episodically covers a large area
north of Jan Mayen island. It occurred most frequently before
1990 (Wadhams and Wilkinson, 1999; Comiso et al., 2001)
but could still be observed in some of the years in our study
period from 1992 to 2022. Figure A1 shows the mean and
standard deviation of daily sea ice concentration data from
SSM/I-ASI from January to March, which allows for a good
visual detection of the extent of the Odden ice tongue.

Figure A1. Mean (top) and standard deviation (bottom) of daily SSM/I-ASI sea ice concentrations from January to March of each year in
the Greenland Sea and Fram Strait regions.
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Appendix B: Correlation scatter plots for off- and on-ice
flow

We demonstrated in Sect. 3.3 that during off-ice flow, atmo-
spheric temperatures northwest of Svalbard are negatively
correlated to the upstream sea ice cover in the WNB ICE box
(see Fig. 12). Here, we also present the corresponding scatter
plots for on-ice flow condition. It is evident from Fig. B1 that
it highly depends on the specific region whether correlations
for off- and on-ice flow differ from each other. For a point
located at the northwest corner of Svalbard (Fig. B1b), corre-
lation coefficients are almost identical, while off-ice correla-
tions are larger than those for on-ice flow in a region slightly
further toward the west (Fig. B1a). More details about these
patterns can also be seen in Fig. 13e.

Figure B1. ERA5 air temperature averaged monthly for periods
with off-ice (orange) and on-ice (green) flow as a function of av-
erage sea ice concentrations in the WNB ICE box. Numbers are
Spearman rank correlations. Results are shown for a point located
in the area where correlation differences in Fig. 13e, f are largest (a)
and for the more northern point indicated in Fig. 13a (b). Note that
the orange dots in (b) are the same as the red dots in Fig. 12b. The
dashed line indicates the freezing temperature of sea water.

Appendix C: Synoptic conditions in 2022

The year 2022 had two periods with very low sea ice con-
centration in the Whaler’s Bay polynya – one at the end of
January and one in the middle of March (see Fig. 11). During

the event in March 2022 the HALO-(AC)3 aircraft campaign
took place in the Fram Strait region. A paper describing the
synoptic conditions during this period is currently under re-
view (Walbröl et al., 2023). It identifies two distinct periods
of warm-air intrusions on 12/13 and 15/16 March causing
advection of warm and moist air as far north as the Central
Arctic Ocean (close to the North Pole). This effect can also
be seen from the maps of temperature, humidity and wind
vectors from ERA5 for a day during this period presented in
Fig. C1. Southerly winds push the sea ice northward and thus
are one of the factors causing a large open water area north
of Svalbard.

Figure C1. Contours of air temperature (a) and specific hu-
midity (b) at about 10 m height from ERA5 reanalysis data on
13 March 2022. Arrows represent the corresponding wind vectors.
The black line denotes the 80 % sea ice concentration contour from
the same day.
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Code and data availability. ASI Algorithm SSMI-SSMIS sea
ice concentration data, originally computed at and provided
by IFREMER, Brest, France, were obtained as 5 d median-
filtered and gap-filled product for 1992–2022 from the Integrated
Climate Data Center (https://www.cen.uni-hamburg.de/en/
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et al., 2023). MERRA-2 data were provided by the God-
dard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center
(https://doi.org/10.5067/VJAFPLI1CSIV, GMAO, 2015). ERA5
profile data on model levels were obtained from ECMWF’s MARS
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